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QUESTION 1

Which option is used to enter the rank function when creating a new rank measure? 

A. Initialization Block 

B. Expression Builder 

C. Connection Pool 

D. Web Catalog 

Correct Answer: B 

Example (see step 4 and 5 below): Getting Top-N Sales Reps for Year and Year-1 

1.

 Under the "Business Model and Mapping" Layer, right click the "F1 Revenue" and select "New Object" -> "Logical
Column..." 

2.

 In the "Logical Column" Window give for Name: Year Ago Revenue as seen below: 

3.

 Goto the "Column Source" Tab and select "Derived from existing columns using an expression" radio button then click
on the "Edit Expression" icon. 

4.

 Enter the following expression in the "Expression Builder" Window by selecting "Functions" in the "Category:" list, "Time
Series Functions" in the "Functions:" list then "Ago" "Time Series Functions:" section. 

5.

 Select the "" in the "Ago( )" function, then select "Logical Tables" in the "Category:" list, "F1 Revenue" in the "Logical
Tables:" list, then double click the "Revenue" in the "Columns:" list. Etc. 
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QUESTION 2

What are the two disadvantages of implementing Query Caching? 

A. Reduction in BI server processing time 

B. Cache results being old 

C. Storage space for cache 

D. Increased network traffic 

E. Needs a lot of administrators\\' time 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: B: The problem with caching of any kind is how to deal with stale data. How you decide to deal with this
depends on how time critical your business intelligence queries happen to be. OBIEE provides a wide variety of
mechanisms for dealing with stale data. The cache can be purged automatically at intervals. Caching can be enabled
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selectively for individual physical tables, so that data in a frequently updated table is never cached. OBIEE provides a
set of ODBC procedures that can be called when ETL processes complete to programmatically purge designated
tables. But, by far the best way to selectively purge the cache is to use an event polling table. This table is populated by
the client database whenever changes are made to any table (by an ETL process for a data warehouse or by a table-
based trigger for an OLTP database). At specified intervals the BI Server polls this event polling table and deletes from
its cache any query results that are dependent on the changed data. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two options are valid Repository Variable names? 

A. USER 

B. CurrentDay 

C. CurrentMonth 

D. Date 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: CurrentDay and CurrentMonth can be calculated by a sql statement. 

Note: 

REPOSITORY VARIABLE(DYNAMIC) 

?Initialized when BI server is started 

?Assigned value dynamically based on the result of a query ?Value is dependent of the sql provided in Initialization
Block Create a dynamic variable and provide a Name and Default Initializer.Create a new initialization block by clicking
on the 

New button in the above screen. 
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Provide Intialization Block variable Name 

 

QUESTION 4

One of the most common uses of Dynamic Repository Variables is to setup filters for use in reporting. Which variable
below is a valid example of a Dynamic Repository Variable? 

A. Year 

B. Month 

C. Quarter 

D. CurrentMonth 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: CurrentMonth can be calculated by a sql statement. 

Note: 

REPOSITORY VARIABLE(DYNAMIC) 

?Initialized when BI server is started 

?Assigned value dynamically based on the result of a query ?Value is dependent of the sql provided in Initialization
Block Create a dynamic variable and provide a Name and Default Initializer.Create a new initialization block by clicking
on the 
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New button in the above screen. 

Provide Intialization Block variable Name 
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Click on "Edit Data Source" button and provide the sql to be used for the variable, e.g. select
lower(sys_context(\\'USERENV\\',\\'SESSION_USER\\'))|| \\'@\\'|| 

lower(sys_context(\\'USERENV\\',\\'DB_NAME\\')) 

from dual; 
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QUESTION 5

Point-and-click generation of case statement logic can be accessed via which option? 

A. Column Formula -> Bins tab 

B. Compound Layout 

C. Column Properties -> Conditional Format tab 

D. Advanced Tab 

E. Subject Area metrics 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The "Edit Column Formula" dialog box has a second, very tiny tab called, "Bins." You can use this tab to
have OBIEE build a CASE statement for you in a formula (you can also create a CASE statement yourself by using one
of the functions that appears under "Expressions" if you want). A CASE statement is a lot like an IF-THEN-ELSE
statement, except that it\\'s a little easier to read when you have multiple options. Basically, it puts values in different
buckets that you define. 

Note: Figure: 

 

QUESTION 6

What are the two leading design solutions recommended by Oracle that you would use for performance? 

A. Design requests that use Complex Queries 

B. Avoid returning big data sets within the Dashboard 
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C. Use Cache 

D. Avoid using Guided Navigation unless the data set is large 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: C: OBIEE Caching and Cache Seeding 

Cache is a component that improves performance by transparently storing data such that future requests for the same
criteria can be served much faster. Like other application cache is not virtual memory in OBIEE. In OBIEE cache will be 

stored as files on the Hard Disk of the OBIEE Server in the form of files. By Default caching is enabled in the OBIEE
server configuration. 

For time-consuming Dashboard Pages, we can use the concept of cache seeding in OBIEE, this can be configured as a
scheduled job that will ensure that the data is cached and readily available as and when the user runs the dashboard. 

 

QUESTION 7

Select the scenario in which block storage must be used instead of aggregate storage. 

A. Incremental data loading 

B. Top - down planning 

C. Extremely sparse data sets 

D. Millions of members in the outline 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: BSO is preferred to ASO in the following scenarios: 

*

 Top-down planning and allocation (Sales Forecasting) 

*

 Cost Allocations across products and customers (Profitability Analysis) 

*

 Currency conversion, inter-company eliminations(Financial consolidations) 

 

QUESTION 8

Which installation option is used to install into an existing Fusion Middleware Home? 

A. Software Only Install 

B. Simple Install 
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C. Enterprise Install 

D. Cannot install into an existing Fusion Middleware Home 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The Software Only Install type installs the Oracle Business Intelligence software binary files in an Oracle
home for later configuration as part of a Fusion Middleware deployment. 

 

QUESTION 9

Which option describes how OBIEE Integrates with Planning? 

A. OBIEE primarily accesses Planning using standard Essbase integration techniques. 

B. OBIEE provides complete access to all Planning data through the Analytic Data Model (ADM) layer. 

C. Planning is not a supported OBIEE source. 

D. OBIEE integrates with Planning directly through relational database access. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: A: 

*

 Combining Relational and OLAP Data Sources: Oracle\\'s Common Enterprise Information Model allows users to
combine data from a relational system and an OLAP source in a single calculation. For example, a user can compare
sales 

forecasts from an Oracle CRM System with budget data from an Oracle Essbase planning application. To clients of the
Common Enterprise Information Model, the forecast and budget data appear to be from the same logical source. 

*

 The Essbase server provides advanced multi-user read and write capabilities, including data update and multi-user
recalculation. Business users with front-end tools can write data back to a server and recalculate the data on a server
using 

calculation scripts--key functionality to support sophisticated modeling and planning applications. 

*

 Using aggregate storage, Essbase serves a wide range of analytic needs--financial analysis, planning, budgeting, sales
analysis, marketing analysis, supply-chain analysis, and profitability analytics--all from a single analytic infrastructure. 

B: 

Note: The Analytic Data Model (ADM) is an API used to access OLAP data and metadata. ADM is similar to JDBC,
providing a single common API that hides most differences between OLAP data sources. 

Note 2: Data model for business intelligence The most important component of business intelligence is the concept of
\\'data model\\'. data model determinde what kind of analysis that end user could do with the data. It is also an
independant concept that could span across different vendor \\'s product. 
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Unlike data model of the transaction system, the typical analytic data model is often denormalized and store extra data
for analytic query and better query performance while transaction data model use is often normalized and optimized for
a few data read and write, which is implemented by jointing many tables. 

The most common used analytic data model in business intelligence is call the \\'Star schema\\' data model. 

With the Oracle business intelligence system, We could define star schema and dimension data model in the \\'logical
layer\\' in the admin tools. The data model in OBIEE could span different data source in physical layer, which means
OBIEE have the capability of building one logical data model which is actually connect to different database in the
backend 

 

QUESTION 10

Identify the two Object level security functions that are done on the repository by using the BI Admin tool. 

A. Assign users to a web catalog group 

B. Create a new repository group 

C. Create a new user in the repository 

D. Create a web catalog group 

E. Define permissions for Dashboard 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: The Oracle Business Intelligence (BI) Administration Tool can be used to build, modify, enhance, and
manage an Oracle BI repository. 

C: To add a new user to a repository 

1 Open a repository in the Administration Tool. 

2 Display the security manager by selecting Manage > Security. 3 Select Action > New > User to open the User dialog
box. 

4 Type a name and password for the user. 

5 If you want to log queries for this user in the query log, change the query logging level to 1 or 2. 

6 Click OK. 

This creates a new user with default rights granted to it. 

Note: What is Oracle BI Admin Tool/Oracle Business Intelligence Administration Tool? 

Oracle Business Intelligence Administration Tool is Used to manage OBIEE server Available only for Windows operating
systems. 

A Windows application that allows the BI Server administrator to create and edit repositories. Can edit repositories in
either online or offline mode. Having a session manager and a cache manager in online mode. 
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QUESTION 11

There are two aggregate tables that are available for query. How would they be mapped into the logical data model so
queries can use them? 

A. By creating two new logical tables sources 

B. By opening the two logical Table Source dialog boxes and mapping the appropriate levels in the Content tab 

C. Both A and B 

D. By creating one new Logical Table Source 

Correct Answer: B 

1. Configure the new source table to have the \\'logical level\\' under the content set to \\'Countries\\' (the summarized
level) 

Explanation: B: Example: 

b 

2. Do the similiar setting for dimension table Now when user query the data at \\'Counties\\' level, the query will be
redirected to these summary table instead of the more detail fact table Note: Aggregate tables are Physical tables that
store Aggregates of measures across multiple levels of a Hierarchy. 

 

QUESTION 12

Identify the two types of storage for Essbase. 

A. Aggregate Storage Option and Block Storage Option 

B. Aggregate Storage and Cell Storage 

C. OLAP Storage and Cell Storage 

D. Aggregate Storage and Hybrid Columnar Compression 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Oracle Essbase developers creating planning and budgeting applications have been keenly aware of the
advantages and disadvantages of the two different storage types available to them: 

*

 Block storage option (BSO) databases support a wide range of calculations, including forecasts, allocations, and
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aggregations through procedural calculation scripts. The results of these calculations can be written back to the
database, but applications that use BSO storage are limited to about 10 dimensions and member counts in the low
hundreds of thousands. 

*

 Aggregate storage option (ASO) databases can support about 20 dimensions and member counts in the millions. ASO
databases use multidimensional functions rather than procedural scripts to perform calculations, but the results of
queries cannot be stored back in the database, making ASO unsuitable for most financial management applications. 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three options apply to FMW Application Roles? 

A. Provide an indirection between LDAP groups and BI roles 

B. Can be exported / moved between FMW11g environments 

C. Are created and managed by using the WLS Admin Console and FMW Control 

D. Can be created by using BI Administrator Client and "pushed" to WLS Admin Console 

E. Secures RPD permissions but NOT Web Catalog (webcat) permissions 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Explanation: A: The default Application Roles available after OBIEE 11g installation are BIAdministrator, BISystem,
BIConsumer and BIAuthor. 

Note: In OBIEE 11g, Application roles provide insulation between permission definitions and corporate LDAP Groups.
Permissions are defined at Application Role level and changes to LDAP groups just require a reassignment of the
Group to the Application Roles. 

See figure below: 
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C: Application Roles, Policies, association of Policies to application roles and association of users and groups to
application roles are managed using Fusion Middleware Enterprise Manager (FMW EM). 

E: Object level permission association to Applications Roles resides in the RPD for repository objects. Permissions and
Privilege for web catalog objects resides in the OBIEE Web Catalog. Wherever Groups were used in the web catalog
and RPD has been replaced with Application roles in OBIEE 11g. 

Note: Application Roles are introduced in OBIEE 11g. An application role is specific to the application. They can be
mapped to other application roles defined in the same application scope and also to enterprise users or groups, and
they are used in authorization decisions. 

 

QUESTION 14

Which are the three types of tables available to physical tables in the physical layer? 

A. Physical Table 

B. Stored Proc 

C. Select 

D. View 

E. Table 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Explanation: Pull the table and column definition into the physical layer Use the OBIEE "import metadata" wizard to pull
the table and column definition into the physical layer. The wizard is used so that all of the column definitions do not
need to be manually added into the physical layer. 

Figure: 
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Note: The physical layer is the layer of the Logical Business Model where you define the physical data model of your
data source. It contains information about the physical data sources. 

 

QUESTION 15

Which option is not an example of a level-based measure? 

A. Regional Revenue 

B. Sales 

C. Brand Cost 

D. Employee Salary 

Correct Answer: C 

Note 1: A level-based measure is a column whose values are always calculated to a specific level of aggregation. 

The calculation of this measure is independent of the query grain and used always the aggregation grain of the logical
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column. 

Level-based measures allow : 

*

 to return data at multiple levels of aggregation (the query grain and the level-based column grain) with one single query 

*

 to create share measures (percentage), that are calculated by taking some measure and dividing it by a level-based
measure. For example, you can divide salesperson revenue by regional revenue to calculate the share of the regional 

revenue each salesperson generates. 

Note 2: To create a level based measure as the amount sold by region, you can: 

*

 make a copy of the Amount Sold logical column 

*

 and then 

/ drag the logical column into its hierarchy level / or set the aggregation grain in the level tab of the logical column
property. 
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